According to our guests,
Extended Stay America is the
extended stay hotel leader with
a reputation for…
• being affordable and providing a good value

• offering additional savings for weekly and monthly stays
• giving the best without having to pay for all of the rest
• being the largest hotel company that
focuses solely on extended stay travel
• having down-to-earth people who genuinely care
about their guest’s satisfaction
• designing guest rooms to be practical and efficient

That’s why we’re launching
Extended Stay America
Premier Suites
Extended Stay America has earned industry-leading
awareness and equity over the years for providing longstay travelers what matters most.
Premier Suites will build on this strength to attract
higher-rated extended stay guests and command a
higher rate premium.
Initially comprised of more than 30 hotels which are
newly constructed or have recently undergone a
substantial renovation, the new brand will require minimal
capital investment upfront - largely signage and
distribution channel changes to reflect the new brand
name.
Going forward, all company-owned new construction
hotels will be included in Premier Suites. We will also
evaluate other hotels in the portfolio that may be a fit for
future conversion.

Extended Stay America Premier Suites targets
the largest extended stay customer segment
• Currently underserved by existing competitive market
• Diverse, married business travelers working primarily in finance, insurance,
construction and technology
• Based on extensive guest research, they represent the largest extended stay
segment, comprising 32% of all total extended stay market share (based on
spend)
• Average length of stay = 17 nights
• Willing to pay $80-$100 ADR

• Easygoing attitude towards hotels; value key amenities like kitchens

Meet
Extended Stay America
Premier Suites
• Newly built or renovated guest rooms with
upgraded design elements
• New signature bedding for superior
comfort
• Free, enhanced healthy breakfast offering
• Larger flat screen TVs
• Spacious, apartment-style layouts with
separation between kitchen and
sleeping/living area
• Increased storage space

Premier Suites will launch initially with 30+ properties.

What does
Extended Stay America
Premier Suites
stand for?

Good People

Down-to-earth
Genuine care
Every feels valued

Honest Value

What matters most
Practical
Efficient
Comfortable

Sole Focus

Extended stay is what we do
Champion for long-term travelers
Purpose built

Welcome to a place where
genuine care is always there
A place that understands warm hospitality and a free
breakfast go hand in hand.
A place where you’re never treated like a number.
And a place that extends both value and humanity.
At Extended Stay America, there’s room for both conversation
and relaxation.
Here, there’s dedicated staff going above and beyond to ensure
guests are happy.
Here, there are fully-equipped kitchens in
spacious suites that offer everything you need –
with just the right features and amenities.
Because here, you inspire everything we do.

